
DATA > ENERGY

WE DELIVER:

Big Data Energy Services delivers

world-class Digital Data Asset

Management services that

empower our clients with new

capabilities for communication,

billing and analytics.

Seamless, automated data-flow solutions

Deep experience in energy related transactions

Ability to work with any data format

Robust, industry-leading security protocols

Data integration with blockchain systems

1-844-365-DATA bde.contact@bigdataenergy.com www.bigdataenergy.com

CONTACT US TO

DISCUSS YOUR DATA

MANAGEMENT NEEDS:



Big Data Energy Services (BDES) was founded in 2012 to solve a new problem in the energy industry:

how to deal with the high-volume, high-velocity data generated by the new generation of smart meters.

As the business helped its clients solve the smart meter challenge, it uncovered opportunities to provide a

wide range of other data-related activities such as collecting accurate pricing data for forecasting, billing

and settlement teams, and streamlining invoice processing. This also allowed BDES to apply its

capabilities to other industry sectors, helping those customers realize the value of their data assets.

Today BDES captures, cleans and validates huge quantities of data in multiple formats from hundreds of

sources. It processes 4 billion data points per month accurately and securely in state-of-the-art data centers.

The ability to automate, process and aggregate multiple data sets gives clients the information they need to

better understand customer behavior and uncover opportunities to optimize efficiency and profitability.

bde.contact@bigdataenergy.com1-844-365-DATA www.bigdataenergy.com

BIG DATA ENERGY SERVICES

Big Data Energy Services helps customers unlock the value of their data.

01 Manual Processes

Infrequency of tasks
Formats are different
Stored in different locations

02 Changes to Data Source

Time series data overwritten
Format of data changes

03 Multiple Data Sources

Spreadsheets
Databases
Emails

04 People

Job not meaningful
Loss of knowledge from employee
changes
Attention to detail is lost over time

05 Manual Processes

Job scheduler
Process automation
EDI

06 Changes to Data Source

Data stored in raw format
Dashboards
Event triggers

07 Multiple Data Sources

Expertise in XML, X12, OCR, VANs, TXT
Unified platform

08 People

Process automation
Process review
Process documentation
Process audit

CLIENT CHALLENGES BDE CAPABILITIES
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